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SCROOGE
Loughlan Prior

YOUNG SCROOGE
Paul Mathews

BELLE FEZZIWIG
Lori Gilchrist

GHOST OF CHRISTMAS
PAST
Lucy Green

GHOST OF CHRISTMAS
PRESENT
William Fitzgerald

GHOST OF CHRISTMAS
FUTURE
Oscar Hoelscher

BOB CRATCHIT
Shane Urton

MRS CRATCHIT
Madison Geoghegan

TINY TIM
Chris Hawkins

MR FEZZIWIG
Harry Skinner

MRS FEZZIWIG
Laura Jones

NEPHEW
John Hull

NEPHEW’S WIFE
Mayu Tanigaito

MARLEY GHOST
George Liang*

CRATCHIT DAUGHTERS
Katherine Minor

Elisabeth Zorino*

CRATCHIT SON
George Liang*

FEZZIWIG DAUGHTERS
Adriana Harper

Alayna Ng

FIDDLER
Kohei Iwamoto

TAVERN PAS DE DEUX
Adriana Harper

Jacob Chown

ENSEMBLE
Arts of the Royal New Zealand Ballet, Shi Yue*
* New Zealand School of Dance

CHILDREN
Jago Armstrong, Max Baldwin, Clara Ballantyne, Celia Cannon, Jesse Hanan,
Grace Johnston, Abby Knowles, Alexander McAdam, Kate Pyper,
Maia Taylor, Margot Wilder, Lucy Woodhouse

CONDUCTOR
Nigel Gaynor

Act I
20 minute interval
Act II
20 minute interval
Act III